
Operation Caravan: Play test Report 

 

Operation Caravan, Libya, September 1942…  

The town of Barce was about 50 miles north east of 

Benghazi, on the main coast road. What made it attractive 

to the Long Range Desert Group (LRDG) was that it had an 

airfield. Maximum damage was the order of the day 

against that airfield, packed as it was with Italian aircraft.  

The plan was for the LRDG team to be in two groups, one, 

T Patrol, would attack the airfield, while the other, G 

Patrol, would attack the town and the Italian barracks and 

cause a diversion. The LRDG had to drive 1155 miles to get 

into position, and after dark on the 13th  September the 

raid began.  

This participation game involves G Patrol and its tack on 

the Italian town and barracks. And it’s a 12mm figure game 

too!  

The board for the participation game for 2023 is now complete… well, nearly complete. There is an 

‘anachronism’ to add but now that the vehicles had been painted, very well indeed, and so it was 

time to start playtesting with people who had not had prior experience of the game. 

We took the board to our local club, Dereham Renegades, a great club with some experienced and 

enthusiastic World War 2 players, 6 of who had set part of their evening aside to playtest.  

The game is really designed for two players who take the Long Range Desert Group vehicles, 2 jeeps, 

3 Chevys and a Chevy mounting a 20mm Breda auto cannon. I can’t tell you too much about the 

objectives, but you might get a clue from the photos attached to this article.  

Each game was timed to last 30 minutes, and each team 

of play testers was told this… but they all were so 

involved in the mayhem that they forgot… and all failed 

to achieve their (easily achieved) prime objective. It 

really did not matter though as the system worked well, 

and the play testers could not think of a thing to add, or 

subtract, though there were claims that ‘another 5 

minutes would have seen us right!’ 

Even so, each team did well, gaining credits (again I 

cannot say what these are… you may be playing the 

game at some point) though one player did get a little 

carried away with his solution to the problem of the 

number of Italians surrendering to him. I shall say no 

more here.  

So, in conclusion, I think this game will be great fun for 

the players, especially those who remember the 30 minute rule, and use their initiative… hehe.  

 

 



 

Finally a huge vote of thanks to Stu, Jarnan, Warren, Jim, Michael and Alex for offering their time to 

play test the game. I hope they will want to do some more testing in future.  

The game gets its first outing at Hammerhead, Newark, on the 4th March. So if you are there, come 

along and say hello,  spend 30 minutes having some fun and play ‘dress up’. (Yes… you will see) 

 


